The Scroll Content Management Dashboard is the homepage of the Scroll Versions settings.

It offers several information about the space:

**Changes in Version**
Displays all changed pages in a selected version and the corresponding page status. You can change the version in the drop-down. If the Workflow Management is not activated the status is automatically displayed as *Complete*.

**Modified Published Pages**
Displays all pages that have been modified in the currently published version since the selected version has been published. *These pages are called ‘Dirty Pages’. For more information, see Working with the Scroll Versions Dashboard.*

**General Settings**
On the left there are categories for several settings for Scroll Versions:

- **Dashboard** – The Scroll Content Management Dashboard
- **Translations** – The Scroll Translations Reporting Dashboard
  Only displayed if Scroll Translations is installed.
- **Translate** – Links to the translate screen.
  Only displayed if Scroll Translations is installed.
- **Publish** – Links to the Publish Content screen.
- **Versions** – Links to the Working with Versions screen.
- **Attributes** – Links to the Attributes screen.
- **Variants** – Links to the Variants screen.
- **SEO** – Links to the Configure SEO screen.
- **Languages** – Links to the Languages screen.
  Only displayed if Scroll Translations is installed.
- **Configuration** – Links to the Configure Space screen.